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Abundant, bedecked chorus doll -- endlessly
Fasting! Genetical hormones induce
Juicily kissable latical members
Notwithstanding ...

You, Ziegfeld?

Alphabetical versification is addictive (and may even be dangerous
to your health). If F. Scott Fitzgerald had been given to wordplay,
could he have written the following tribute to his wife, Zelda?

Amoral angel, bifurcate bawd,
Coily capricious dupod ...
Eyelids embellished, flirtily frocked;
Glittering gewgaws (handily hocked) ...
Impishly innocent, jaunty, jejunue,
Kissably kittenish, loveable loon:
Marry me! Make me notably nowed --
Overjoyed ... osculant ... peacockish proud!
Quinquagenarian, randily roused;
Skippety-skippeting, tenderly toused.
Unsanctified Venus vied
With wanton wick xenogenic;
Yielding ye, rastfully, Zelda Z.